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About This Game

Project Zomboid is an open-ended zombie-infested sandbox. It asks one simple question – how will you die?

In the towns of Muldraugh and West Point, survivors must loot houses, build defences and do their utmost to delay their
inevitable death day by day. No help is coming – their continued survival relies on their own cunning, luck and ability to evade a

relentless horde.

Current Features

Hardcore Sandbox Zombie Survival Game with a focus on realistic survival.

Online multiplayer survival with persistent player run servers.

Local 4 player split-screen co-op

Hundreds of zombies with swarm mechanics and in-depth visual and hearing systems.

Full line of sight system and real-time lighting, sound and visibility mechanics. Hide in the shadows, keep quiet and keep
the lights off at night, or at least hang sheets over the windows.

Vast and growing map (loosely based on a real world location) for you to explore, loot and set up your fortress. Check
out Blindcoder’s map project: https://map.projectzomboid.com/
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 Vehicles with full physics and deep and realistic gameplay mechanics.

Use tools and items to craft weapons, barricade and cook. You can even build zombie proof forts by chopping trees,
sawing wood and scavenging supplies.

Deal with depression, boredom, hunger, thirst and illness while trying to survive.

Day turns to night. The electricity falters. Hordes migrate. Winter draws in. Nature gradually starts to take over.

Farming, trapping, fishing, carpentry, cooking, trapping, character customization, skills and perks that develop based on
what you do in-game.

Proper zombies that don’t run. (Unless you tell them to in the sandbox menu).

A ton of amazing atmospheric music tracks by the prodigy that is Zach Beever.

Imaginative Challenge scenarios and instant action ‘Last Stand’ mode, on top of regular Sandbox and Survival 

Full, open and powerful Lua modding support.

Xbox Controller Gamepad support on Windows. [Others pads can be set up manually. Gamepad support not currently
available on Mac]

We’re a small team at the moment, but we’re also committed to providing the following:

Planned Features:

The return of our PZ Stories mode that also serves as first ever tutorial actively trying to kill you at every turn. Kate and
Baldspot return!

In-depth and varied NPC encounters driven in a persistent world, powered by a metagame system that turns each play-
through into your very own zombie survival movie with emergent narrative gameplay.

Constant expansion of the countryside and cities around Muldraugh and West Point

Full wilderness survival systems, animals and hunting for food.

More items, crafting recipes, weapons and gameplay systems.

Steam Workshop and Achievements support

For more details on the game follow us on @theindiestone or visit http://www.projectzomboid.com

A huge thanks to the wonderful MathasGames and Dean Cutty for making the awesome intro video. If you love indie games
their channels are well worth a sub.
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Pointless game. Got it free and I still want my money back.. I am not into drag-ing but the reality show concept really intrigued
me. Bish, I was not disappointed. A lot dramas, fun episodes and intrigue. I just had fun playing this game and especially role-
playing as drag queen. This was really fun and worth my time. It is very well written satirically and plain funny. I would
recommend to anyone looking to roleplay and having fun.

9\/10 Definitely would dress up as pope, burn hair, and cook wig and eat it only to puke it out. And still win the episode. Hei,
you be you.. This game was so awesome! It has a lot of great story and the characters are very detailed. It deals with greif and
loss and carries an overall good message. The art is beautiful. The game + just makes it even better.. If I could completely erase
only one game from my memory, it would be this game.

If only I could play this game for the first time again.. pros
1 it's digimon
2 the gaming machanics are easy to use
3 it's easy to control characteer and digimon partner
4 it's fun to play

cons
1. you have no idea where your next quest is
2. the models of the characters are pretty jerky
3. hard to move from place to place
4. you can't hatch eggs without mterials to do so
5. you don't know what to do and there are no hints of where you need to go at all
6. tons of lag and for some reason the "server" keeps on "closing" while I'm playing and when the timer of a minute goes to zero
I restart back at the beginnin.

Number 6 happened to me twice before i knew the game machanics and how to move from the town to the main area and back
again, so I restarted (losing all of my good progress having to restart the extremely long tutoriel again) and started playing again
and kept playing and it happened again and it kept on appearing breaking battles causing my digimon to keep losing health all
because of stupid pop-ups. Yeah it's fun, but would you really want to play a game that is hard to even play through? Just think
about that.
. So far the best FromSoft game, not much to say about it.

Good story and a lot of deaths.
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This price for ONE skin?. Bought it on the 3ds, buying it again for steam.

Absoluely loved it, while it is the closest game to good megaman gameplay you can find in this day and age, its also doing its
own take on that genre and some older bullet hells.

confused? dont be, its decently classic megaman gameplay brought into the modern day along with power ups for destroying
enemies and not taking hits: speed up, gliding, patterns to help get more enemies down in tougher spots, all the way to straight
double, quadra, and even more power!!!

at first i hated the game, i really did jsut want megaman gameplay, i was hating it, but when i gave it a fair shot i started to not
only get better but love the unique gameplay thats been put into this game. enemies are hard to deal with but easy once their
patterns and behaviors are studied and thought out, and bosses are good test of your own dodging.

enemies arent a push over unlike in other megamanesc games and you cna only take so many hits but you will learn their
patterns and with each boss ability unlocked, the abilites behavior will be perfect for countering the enemies, even the bosses
(think about what ability's behavior, hit box, effect or more will counter the boss and you'll likely guess what their weakness it,
giving you a massive advantage in both damage and making their best bullet patterns much easier to deal with).

each of the 12 stages, (YES BACK TO MEGAMAN 3 WITH THE ADDED ON LATER CONTENT :P ) also has 2 syega
crystals that midly reveal themselves, if you pay attention to that or their shine when you hit them you can collect them for
further upgrades to your slot upgrades. collecting these will allow you to further push the limits of your characters powering up
at your own choosing now unlike the first game, your special gauge to the side is used for any attacks but mostly boss abilites
will drain it and is very easy to keep track of. not only that but with each character played the hidding spots are changed
respectively per character, based on what they can do and jsut generally relocating the syega again makes the hunt more fun per
playthrough, i cant even memeorise where they all are because this will stump you half the time when youre jsut checking from
memeory. really enjoy the fresh feel you can get per cmapaign played.

i know ive only a few hours put into this pc version but ive 6 files of the varying difficulties, mixing between the characters and
their unique playstyles, story and more, on my 3ds completed. normal, hard, insane and even more random difficulty modifiers
you can get from the menu section once you beat the game. Inside System really know how to make the game last longer by it
allowing itself to open up to you bit by bit offering more options and such to be played through giving you a different
experience per playthrough.

i highly recommend this game on either version. though i will say a certain character youd wanna play from the first gmae if you
beat it is playable only on the steam version.. My friends and I couldn't stop screaming. I found the game was not that scary at
the beginning, but my friends make me feel this instead. Can't even focus on the game.. This is an excellent engineering game
by Zachtronics, continuing the legacy left by SpaceChem. Zach has gone on to make several more games with this style of
gameplay, check them out too!. LOL this dlc lol.
wasn't this out already?
was this today's update?
or was it only for season pass holders?
what is ubisoft even attempting here. these aren't even classics.
"vintage" car pack and you only have 2 corvettes and a modern spyker?
is your knowledge of cars that low?. I love Tetris and I love it being rougelike.

But this game is just a fake tetris and it is broken in many ways.
TL;DR
Being targeting tetris audience it fails with buggy controls and not letting you to focus on gameplay,
and with colour matching genre it fails with poor blocks design and other unappropriate visuals.

Thinking on pros, I couldn't come up with many.
Maybe game modes, erasing block and physics that adds gravity to both landing blocks and those that are already on ground.

On cons, this game would definately gave you a syndrome or few.
controls stop responding if you rotate figure somethere close to the point it about to met laying blocks;
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game overall seems to suffer lack of common sence in its interface designs:
- tiny area of screen is used for actual gameplay, disturbing you with unwanted visuals;
- everytime you fill the line, something flashy flies over background from side to side and that definately does not help to
concentrate on gameplay;
unlike in original tetris, here blocks would merge on fly - that alone brakes tetris concept for me and turn it into 4-in-a-row
game (yes it is 4, not 3 blocks to merge).. Good story. Interesting characters. Challenging combat. Tentacle sex. What's not to
love?. It does not drop your frames! YOU ALSO GET AUDIO TRACKS! I LOVE IT
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